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ABSTRACT
Disentangled representation learning has recently attracted sig-
nificant amount of attentions, particularly in the field of image
representation learning. However, learning the disentangled repre-
sentations behind a graph remains largely unexplored, especially
for the attributed graph with both node and edge features. Dis-
entanglement learning for graph generation has substantial new
challenges including: 1) the lack of graph deconvolution operations
to jointly decode node and edge attributes; and 2) the difficulty in
enforcing the disentanglement among latent factors that respec-
tively influence: i) only nodes, ii) only edges, and iii) joint patterns
between them. To address these challenges, we propose a new dis-
entanglement enhancement framework for deep generative models
for attributed graphs. In particular, a novel variational objective is
proposed to disentangle the above three types of latent factors, with
novel architecture for node and edge deconvolutions. Moreover,
within each type, individual-factor-wise disentanglement is further
enhanced, which is shown to be a generalization of existing frame-
work for images. Qualitative and quantitative experiments on both
synthetic and real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed model and its extensions.
CCS CONCEPTS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in deep generative models, such as variational
auto-encoders (VAE) [24] and generative adversarial networks
(GAN) [16], have made important progress towards generative
modeling for complex domains, such as image data. The goal here
is to learn the underlying (low-dimensional) distribution of the im-
ages, hence image generation is treated as sampling from learned
distributions. Building on these techniques for images, which can
be considered as grid-structured data, a special case of graphs, a
number of deep learning models for generating general graphs
have been proposed over the last couple of years [25, 32, 43]. These
involves real-world applications such as modeling physical and
social interactions [9, 28], discovering new chemical and molecular
structures, and constructing knowledge graphs.
When we learn the underlying distribution of complex data such
as images, learning interpretable representations of data that ex-
pose semantic meaning is very important. Such representations
are useful not only for standard downstream tasks such as super-
vised learning and reinforcement learning, but also for tasks such
as transfer learning and zero-shot learning where humans excel
but machines struggle [29]. As yet, most research has focused on
learning factors of variations in the data, commonly referred to as
learning a disentangled representation, where the variables of the
representation are highly independent. Examples of this include
variables that only control the size of objects, or their color. For the
instance in Fig. 1 (a), where a semantic factor controls the degree
of smile in a human facial image.
However, in the promising domain of deep generative models for
graph generation, disentangled enhancement has rarely been well
explored yet, but could be highly beneficial for applications such
as controlling the generation of protein structures, or designing
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Internet of Things (IoT). As shown in Fig. 1, we would love to
generalize from an image situation to a graph situation, where the
variables control specific factors related to node attributes, edge
attributes, or joint-node-edge patterns in the graph. For example,
Fig. 1 (a) shows the semantic factor (i.e. smile) in the images, which
can be regarded as special cases of graphs where nodes are pixels
that are connected in a fixed topology. All the factors that control
image formulation are effectively node-related. Fig. 1(b) shows the
factors that control the formulation of a cyber network, which is
an attributed graph where computers are nodes and their links are
edges. Unlike images, there are three types of factors formulating
the networks: (1) node-related factors that control some properties
of node attributes but are independent of edge patterns (e.g., the
CPU usage of each computer); (2) edge-related factors that only
influence edge patterns but are independent of node patterns (e.g.,
geo-spatial distances between computers); and (3) node-edge-joint
factors that jointly influence some properties from both nodes and
edges (e.g., the node patterns of "downloaded data amount" and edge
patterns "network traffic" which are inherently highly entangled
and hence must be controlled by such factors). Thus, it is necessary
to develop a generic model to discover and disentangle all three
types of factors for the graph data. Though a few researchers have
sought to apply the disentanglement learning to graphs [33, 36, 44],
as yet they only have identified the latent factors that caused the
edge between a node and its neighbors.
 Node-related Factor (smile) 
Node-related Factor (e.g., CPU usage):  
Edge-related Factor (e.g., geo-spatial distance among computers):  
Node-edge-joint Factor (e.g., data downloading amount/network traffic):  
(a) Semantic factors for images  
(b) Semantic factors for graphs  
Figure 1: Two examples of disentanglement: (a) semantic fac-
tors of images, where each pixel is a node and each pixel is
connected to its eight neighboring pixels, and (b) semantic
factors of cyber networks, where each computer is a node
and the link between each pair of computers is an edge (bet-
ter seen in color).
In this paper, we focus on the generic problem of disentan-
glement learning on attributed graphs, where the characteristics
of graphs pose great challenges to disentanglement learning on
graphs: 1) Lack of node and edge joint deconvolution opera-
tions. The formation process for real-world graphs, which is both
complex and iterative, is based on the three types of factors depicted
in Fig. 1. For example, edges are generated not only by the edge
related factors, but also node-edge-joint related factors. There is
no existing graph decoder that can simultaneously handle all three
types of factors during the generation process. 2) Complex disen-
tanglement enhancement of multiple types of latent repre-
sentation. Although the three types of semantic factors mentioned
in Fig. 1 are independent from each other, it is extremely difficult to
enforce that. First, it is difficult to automatically categorize individ-
ual factors into these three types. Second, even they are categorized,
the enhancement of such independency patterns still cannot be
accomplished by the existing techniques which mostly focus on im-
ages without categorization capability. 3) The dilemma between
disentanglement and reconstruction quality for attributed
graphs. Disentangling the three types of factors and reconstruct-
ing both edges and nodes can require multiple trade-offs between
reconstruction errors and disentanglement performance during the
training process. For example, the objective of disentanglement of
node-edge-joint factors can conflict with not only edge but also
node reconstruction errors. Existing methods cannot handle the
situation of attributed graphs.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that can ad-
dress all the above challenges and provides a generic framework that
incorporates multiple disentanglement enhancements for attributed
graphs. We propose the new Node-Edge Disentangled Variational
Auto-encoder (NED-VAE) model, a deep unsupervised generative
approach for disentanglement learning on graphs that automatically
discovers the independent latent factors in both edges and nodes.
A novel objective for node-edge jointly disentanglement is derived
and proposed based on the variational autoencoder (VAE) [24, 38].
A novel architecture is proposed consisting of three sub-encoders
and two sub-decoders to model the complicated relationships be-
tween nodes and edges. We also propose a general framework of
objectives that can include various extensions of the base NED-VAE
to realize the group-wise and variable-wise disentanglement. The
contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• A novel framework is proposed for the disentangle-
ment of attributed graph generation. In order to jointly
disentangle the nodes and edges, we derive a novel objec-
tive framework for learning three factors that are exclu-
sive to node patterns, exclusive to edge patterns, and those
spanning node-edge-joint patterns. This new framework is
demonstrated to be a significant generalization over existing
disentanglement frameworks for image generation.
• A novel architecture is proposed for disentanglement
learning on graphs. Derived from the theoretical objec-
tive of our framework, a novel architecture proposed for
the representation learning of graphs consists of three sub-
encoders (a node encoder, an edge encoder, and a node-edge
co-encoder) to learn the three types of representations, along
with two novel sub-decoders (a node-decoder and an edge
decoder) to co-generate both nodes and edges.
• Simultaneous group-wise and variable-wise disentan-
glement. The proposed framework hierarchically disentan-
gles attributed graph generation according to node, edge, and
their joint factors. A set of varational auto-encoder-based
models for attributed graphs have been proposed.
• Comprehensive experiments have been conducted to
validate the effectiveness of our proposed model and
its extensions. Qualitative and quantitative experiments
on two synthetic and two real-world datasets demonstrate
that NED-VAE and its extensive models are indeed capable
of learning disentangled factors for different types of graphs.
2 RELATEDWORKS
Disentanglement Learning. Disentangled representation learn-
ing has gained considerable attention, in particular in the field of
image representation learning [1, 6, 22, 23]. The goal is to learn
representations that separate out the underlying explanatory fac-
tors responsible for variations in the data. Such representations
have been shown to be relatively resilient to the complex vari-
ants involved [3], and can be used to enhance generalizability as
well as improve robustness against adversarial attack [1]. The dis-
entangled representations are inherently more interpretable, and
can thus potentially facilitate debugging and auditing [11]. This
has prompted a number of approaches that modify the VAE ob-
jective by adding, removing, or altering the weight of individual
terms [1, 6, 14, 23, 27, 35, 49]. However, the best way of learning
representations that disentangle the latent factors behind a graph
remains largely unexplored.
Graph neural networks. Recent work on graph neural net-
works (GNNs) [17, 41], especially graph convolutional networks [5,
21], is attracting considerable attention, because of their remark-
able success in multiple domains such as natural language process-
ing [7, 8], computer vision [42], software engineering [30] and traf-
fic flow prediction [31]. Graph Convolutional Networks originated
from spectral graph convolutional neural networks [5], which were
then extended by using fast localized convolutions [10], and further
approximated by an efficient architecture for a semi-supervised set-
ting proposed by Kipf and Welling [25]. Self-attention mechanisms
and sub graph-level information have also been explored as ways
to potentially improve the representation power of learned node
embeddings [2, 15, 45].
Graph generation. Most of the existing GNN based graph gen-
eration methods are based on VAE [40, 43] and generative adversar-
ial nets (GANs) [4], and others [32, 48]. For example, GraphRNN [48]
builds an autoregressive generative model on these sequences uti-
lizing LSTM model and has demonstrated good scalability; while
GraphVAE [43] represents each graph in terms of its adjacent matrix
and feature vector and utilizes the VAE model to learn the distri-
bution of the graphs conditioned on a latent representation at the
graph level. Graphite [18] and VGAE [26] encode the nodes of each
graph into node-level embeddings and predict the links between
each pair of nodes to generate a graph. Some conditional graph
generation methods also provide powerful graph encoders and de-
coders for attributed graphs where both node and edge attributes
are considered [19, 20].
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
Define an input graph as G(V, E,E, F ), where V is the set of N
nodes and E ⊆ V ×V is the set of M edges. E contains all pairs
of nodes, while the existence of each edge is reflected by one of its
attributes. E ∈ RN×N×K is the edge attributes tensor, where K is
the dimension of the edge attributes. F ∈ RN×D refers to the node
attribute matrix, where Fi ∈ R1×D is the node attributes of node i
and D is the dimension of the node attribute vector. As shown in
Fig. 1, three types of factors (i.e. node-related factors, edge-related
factors and node-edge-joint related factors) are assumed to control
the generation of the graph G.
The goal is to develop an unsupervised deep generative model
that can learn the joint distribution of the graphG and three groups
of generative latent variables Z = (ze ∈ RL1 , zf ∈ RL2 , zд ∈ RL3 )
( L1, L2, and L3 are the number of variables in each group) to dis-
cover the three types of factors, such that the observed graph G
can be generated as p(G |Z ) = P(E, F |ze , zf , zд). There are three
challenges must be overcome to achieve the above goal: (1) The
lack of co-decoder based on co-deconvolution for the generation
of attributed graph G that is capable of jointly generating both
the nodes attributes F and edges attributes E; (2) difficulty of en-
forcing independence among the variable groups ze , zf and zд
(group-wise disentanglement), rather than simply enforcing the
disentanglement of the variables inside ze , zf and zд (variable-wise
disentanglement); and (3) the need to simultaneously solve multiple
reconstruction-disentanglement conflicts in ze and E, zf and F , zд
and E, and zд and F .
4 NODE-EDGE DISENTANGLEMENT VAE
In this Section, we first introduce the derived training objective
and the architecture of the proposed Node-edge Disentanglement
VAE (NED-VAE). Then we propose a generic objective framework
as well as its derivation to further enforce the disentanglement of
NED-VAE models with different purposes. At last, the time and
memory complexities of the proposed NED-VAE are analyzed and
compared with the existing methods.
4.1 Objective and Architecture
In this section, we first derive the objective for learning disentan-
glement on graphs. Then, to solve the first challenge, we propose a
new architecture, the NED-VAE, based on the derived objectives.
NED-VAE includes a novel co-deconvolution-based co-decoder that
is capable of jointly generating nodes and edges.
4.1.1 The objective for disentanglement on graphs. Inspired by the
disentanglement learning in the image domain, a suitable objective
is to maximize the marginal (log-)likelihood of the observed graph
G in expectation over the whole distribution of latent factors set Z:
max
θ
Epθ (Z )[pθ (E, F |ze , zf , zд)]. (1)
For a given observationG = (E, F ), we describe the inferred pos-
terior configurations of the latent factors Z = (ze , zf , zд) using a
probability distributionqϕ (ze , zf , zд |E, F ). Our aim is to ensure that
the inferred latent factors qϕ (ze , zf , zд |E, F ) capture all three types
of generative factors in a disentangled manner. In order to encour-
age this disentangling property in the inferred qϕ (ze , zf , zд |E, F ),
we can introduce a constraint by trying to match it to a prior p(ze ),
p(zf ) and p(zд) that both controls the capacity of the latent in-
formation bottleneck, and embodies the statistical independence
mentioned above. This can be achieved if we set the prior to be an
isotropic unit Gaussian, i.e. p(Z ) = p(ze , zf , zд) = N(0, 1), leading
to the constrained optimisation problem in Eq. 2, where ϵ specifies
the strength of the applied constraint:
max
θ,ϕ
EG∼D [Eqϕ (Z |G)loдpθ (E, F |ze , zf , zд)]
s .t .DKL(qϕ (ze , zf , zд |E, F )| |p(ze , zf , zд) < ϵ . (2)
Eq. 2 can be rewritten as a Lagrangian under the KKT conditions
and, according to the complementary slackness KKT condition, we
therefore arrive at the β-VAE [22] formulation, which takes the
form of the familiar variational free energy objective function:
L(θ ,ϕ,G,Z , β) =Eqϕ (Z |G)[loдpθ (E, F |ze , zf , zд)]
− βDKL(qϕ (ze , zf , zд |E, F )| |p(ze , zf , zд). (3)
Based on the definitions of zf , ze , and zд , namely that zf only
controls some properties of nodes, ze only controls some properties
of edges and zд controls the properties of both, we obtain:
qϕ (ze , zf , zд |E, F ) = qϕ (zf |F )qϕ (ze |E)qϕ (zд |E, F ) (4)
pθ (E, F |ze , zf , zд) = pθ (F |zf , zд)pθ (E |ze , zд) (5)
We can now rewrite the loss function as:
L(θ ,ϕ,G,Z , β) = Eqϕ (Z |G)[loдpθ (F |zf , zд)pθ (E |ze , zд)]
− βDKL(qϕ (zf |F )qϕ (ze |E)qϕ (zд |E, F )| |p(ze )p(zf )p(zд))
= Eqϕ (Z |G)[loдpθ (F |zf , zд)pθ (E |ze , zд)]
− βDKL(qϕ (zf |F )| |p(zf ))
− βDKL(qϕ (ze |E)| |p(ze ))
− βDKL(qϕ (zд |E, F )| |p(zд)) (6)
Given that the goal is to maximize the above objective, a deep
generative model is needed to model each of the components in
this objective.
4.1.2 The architecture of the node-edge disentangled VAE. Based
on the above inference for the objective, we are proposing the
Node-Edge Disentangled VAE model (NED-VAE) based on a novel
architecture. The architecture of the proposed model is shown in
Fig. 2.
The overall framework is based on the traditional VAE, where
the encoder learns the mean and standard deviation of the latent
representation of the input and the decoder decodes the sampled
latent representation vector to reconstruct the input. Unlike the
structure of traditional VAE, the proposed framework has three en-
coders, each of whichmodels the distributionsqϕ (zf |F ),qϕ (zд |E, F )
or qϕ (ze |E); and two novel decoders to model pθ (F |zд , zf ) and
pθ (E |zд , ze ), that jointly generate the node and edge attributes
based on the three types of latent representations. Each type of rep-
resentations is sampled by their own inferenced mean and standard
derivation. For example, the representation vectors zf are sampled
as ze = µf + σf ⊙ ϵ , where ϵ follows a standard normal distribu-
tion. This architecture also partially solves the second challenge
described above because it enforces the disentanglement between
the two groups of variables ze and zf by separating their inference
process. The details of each components are described as follows.
 
Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed NED-VAE consist
of three sub-encoders to inference ze , zf and zд , as well as
two sub-decoders to reconstruct E and F simultaneously.
Node, edge and graph encoder. The node encoder consists of
several traditional convolution layers to extract latent features from
node attribute matrix F ; and two paths of fully connected layers
to get the mean µf and standard derivation vectors σf of the node
representation distribution. The edge encoder consists of several
edge convolution layers proposed by Guo et al. [19] to extract
edge representations from the edge attribute tensor E; and edge
embedding layers to get the node-level representation; and fully
connected layers to yield the mean µe and standard derivation σe
vectors of the edge representation distribution. The graph encoder
consists of several graph convolution layers proposed in [25] to get
node-level representations; and fully connected layers to aggregate
the learned node representations into a graph-level representation
that can be separately mapped into the mean µд and standard
derivation σд vectors of the graph representation distribution 1.
Node decoder. The proposed node decoder aims to generate the
node attribute matrix F ′ based on the sampled node representations
zf and graph representations zд , which ensures the node attribute
generation process is controlled by both the node-related factors
and the node-edge-joint related factors. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the
node decoder consists of several traditional deconvolution layers
and fully connected layers as a reversed process of the node encoder.
First, the input node representation zf and graph representation zд
are concatenated together and mapped into several fully connected
layers to decode the vector into multiple feature vectors. Next, we
aim to convert each feature vector into a feature matrix, where each
row should refer to an individual node, by replicating each feature
vectors N times. Moreover, to ensure the diversity and randomness
of the nodes in each graph, a node assignment vector S ∈ RN
(shown as a red rectangle in Fig. 2 (a) is sampled following the
1Operation details of the encoders can be found in https://github.com/xguo7/NED-VAE.
normal distribution and is concatenated with each feature matrix.
Thirdly, once the featurematrix has been obtained, one-dimensional
filters are used to deconvolute each row of the feature matrix into
the attribute vectors for each node, completing the reconstruction
of the input node attribute matrix F .
Edge Decoder. The proposed edge decoder aims to generate the
reconstructed edge attribute E based on the sampled node repre-
sentations ze and graph representations zд , ensuring that the edge
attributes generation is controlled by both the edge-related and
node-edge-joint related factors. The proposed edge decoder consists
of several edge deconvolution layers and fully connected layers as a
reversed process of the edge encoder. The input is the concatenation
of both the edge representation ze and the graph representation zд .
First, the input vector is mapped into a node-level feature vector
through a fully connected layer and is converted into a matrix by
being replicated. The same node assignment vector S is also con-
catenated to this feature matrix. The hidden edge feature matrices
are then generated by the edge-node deconvolution layer [19] by
decoding each of the node-level representations, where the princi-
ple is that each node’s representation can make contributions to the
generation of its related edges features (contributions are shown as
dark grey rectangles in Fig. 2 (b)). Thirdly, the edge-attribute tensor
E is generated through the edge-edge deconvolution layer, where
the principle is that each hidden edge feature can contribute to the
generation of its adjacent edges.
4.2 Framework of node-edge
co-disentanglement
To solve the second and third challenges, we propose a generic
objective framework to further enforce the disentanglement of
NED-VAE models with different purposes. In Section 4.2.1, the basic
overall framework with four terms are introduced, namely two
conditional distribution terms of the graphs (denoted as 1○), the
latent representations term (denoted as 2○), the marginal distri-
bution term for the graphs (denoted as 3○), and the inferred prior
distributions (denoted as 4○). In Section 4.2.2, we move on to further
enforce the disentanglement among variable groups as explained in
the second challenge, generalizing the term 4○ to introduce a novel
node-edge-total-correlation term (denoted as A○) for group-wise dis-
entanglement and a variable-wise disentanglement term (denoted as
C○). Next, in Section 4.2.3, we further enforce the disentanglement
inside the three types of latent representations, generalizing the
term C○ to introduce three variable-total-correlation terms (denoted
as A○f , B○f , and C○f ). Furthermore, based on the framework, six
extensions of the base NED-VAE models are proposed that enforce
different terms, as shown in Table 1. The existing disentanglement
methods in the image domain are proven to be special cases of our
generic framework.
4.2.1 Overall graph disentanglement framework. As proved by Es-
maeili et al. [14], the VAE objective can be equivalently defined
as a KL divergence between the generative model pθ (x , z) and in-
ference model qϕ (z,x) = qϕ (z |x)q(x). Inspired by this and given
that p(z1, z2, z3) = p(z1)p(z2)p(z3), in conjunction with Eq. 5, the
NED-VAE objective for the graph data can be defined as:
L(θ ,ϕ,G,Z , β) = −DKL(pθ (ze , zf , zд ,E, F )| |qϕ (E, F , ze , zf , zд))
= Eqϕ (Z ,G)[loд
pθ (E, F , ze , zf , zд)
pθ (E, F )p(ze , zf , zд)
+ loд
q(E, F )qϕ (ze , zf , zд)
qϕ (E, F , ze , zf , zд)
+ loд
pθ (E, F )
q(E, F ) + loд
p(ze , zf , zд)
qϕ (ze , zf , zд)
]
= Eqϕ (Z ,G)[loд
pθ (E, F |ze , zf , zд)
pθ (E, F )
− loдqϕ (ze , zf , zд |E, F )
qϕ (ze , zf , zд)
]
− KL(q(E, F )| |pθ (E, F )) − KL(qϕ (ze , zf , zд)| |p(ze , zf , zд))
= Eqϕ (Z ,G)[loд
pθ (F |zf , zд)pθ (E |ze , zд)
pθ (E, F )︸                              ︷︷                              ︸
1○
− loдqϕ (ze |E)qϕ (zf |F )qϕ (zд |E, F )
qϕ (ze )qϕzf )qϕ (zд)︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸
2○
]
−KL(q(E, F )| |pθ (E, F )))︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
3○
−KL(qϕ (ze , zf , zд)| |p(zf )p(ze )p(zд))︸                                         ︷︷                                         ︸
4○
(7)
Specifically, Terms 3○ and 4○ enforce consistency between the
marginal distributions over G = (E, F ) and Z = (ze , zf , zд). Mini-
mizing the KL divergence in Term 3○ maximizes the marginal like-
lihood Eq(E,F )loдpθ (E, F ); maximizing Term 4○ which is named as
inferred priors term enforces the distance between qϕ (ze , zf , zд)
and p(ze , zf , zд). Terms 1○ and 2○ enforce consistency between
the conditional distributions. Specifically, Term 1○ maximizes the
correlation for each Z that generates eachGn ; when Z ∼ qϕ (Z |Gn )
is sampled, the likelihood pθ (Gn |Z ) should be higher than the mar-
ginal likelihoodpθ (Gn ). Meanwhile Term 2○ regularizes Term 1○ by
minimizing the mutual information I (Z ,G) in the inference model.
Since Term 2○ actually represents the mutual information be-
tween the latent ze , zf , zд and the graphs G, this will lead to poor
reconstructions when enforcing disentanglement with high values
of β in the proposed NED-VAE [37]. Thus, to solve the trade-off
problems between the disentanglement of ze , zf , zд and G, we
propose to either enforce Term 4○ alone or enforce it with high
weights. Accordingly, we can refer to the model enforcing only
Term 4○ as (Node-edge disentangled Inferred Priors VAE) NED-
IPVAE-I, and the model enforcing both 2○ and 4○ with different
weights as NED-IPVAE-II, as shown in Table 1.
4.2.2 Generalization of the Inferred Priors Term 4○. Next, to fur-
ther address the second challenge and enforce the disentanglement
among groups of variables ze , zf and zд , we further generalize
the Term 4○ by decomposing it and introduce the Node-edge To-
tal Correlation term (A○ in Table. 1). Specifically, Term 4○ can be
decomposed into sub components A○, B○ and C○, as the followings
Table 1: Summary of objectives of the extensions of NED-
VAE model. ( C○∗ refers to the sum of C○e , C○f and C○д ; 2○ae
can be changed to 2○af or 2○aд )
NED-VAE 1○+ 3○+β( 2○+ 4○)
NED-IPVAE-I 1○+ 3○+ 2○+λ 4○
NED-IPVAE-II 1○+ 3○+λ 4○
NED-HCVAE 1○+ 3○+ 2○+γ A○
NED-TCVAE 1○+ 3○+ 2○+ C○+β A○
NED-VTCVAE 1○+ 3○+ 2○+ C○*+β A○+γ1 A○f +γ2 A○e+γ3 A○д
NED-AnchorVAE 1○+ 3○+ 2○+ 4○-λ 2○ae
(Here, we use Z to denote (ze , zf , zд) for clarity):
− DKL(qϕ (Z )| |p(ze )p(zf )p(zд)
= −Eqϕ (Z )[loд
qϕ (Z )
qϕ (ze )qϕ (zf )qϕ (zд)
+ loд
qϕ (ze )qϕ (zf )qϕ (zд)
p(ze )p(zf )p(zд)
+ loд
p(ze )p(zf )p(zд)
p(Z ) ]
= −Eqϕ (z) [loд
qϕ (Z )
qϕ (ze )qϕ (zf )qϕ (zд)︸                          ︷︷                          ︸
A○
+ loд
p(ze )p(zf )p(zд)
p(Z ) ]︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
B○
− DKL(qϕ (ze )| |p(ze )) − DKL(qϕ (zf )| |p(zf )) − DKL(qϕ (zд)| |p(zд))︸                                                                                 ︷︷                                                                                 ︸
C○
We refer to Term A○ as the “Node-Edge Total Correlation” term
since it measures the dependence between the three types of la-
tent of graphs ze , zf and zд (group-wise disentanglement). The
penalty for this term forces the model to find statistically indepen-
dent factors for the nodes, the edges and their combinations. A
heavier penalty on this term induces better separately and disen-
tangled learning for the graph format data. We refer to Term C○
as the “variable-disentangelment” term which enforces the disen-
tanglement of the variables inside each latent group. This allows
us to propose variant model which only penalizes Terms A○ and
C○, shown as the Node-edge Disentangled Total Correlation VAE
(NED-TCVAE) in Table 1. In some application cases where only the
group-wise disentanglement is needed, and the variable-wise disen-
tanglement in ze , zf and zf is not required. This kind of disentan-
glement can be referred to as a “Half Correlation Disentanglement"
of the graphs, where the penalty for Term C○ is ignored, leading to
another variant model NED-HCVAE, as defined in Table.1.
When calculating Term A○, we utilize the Naïve Monte Carlo
approximation based on a mini-batch of samples to underestimate
qϕ (Z ), qϕ (ze ), qϕ (zf ), and qϕ (zд), as described in work proposed
by Chen et al. [6].
4.2.3 Generalization of variable-wise disentanglement C○. To fur-
ther enforce the variable-wise disentanglement, we generalize Term
C○ by decomposing it to obtain the “Variable Total Correlation“(VTC)
terms to largely enforce the variable-wise disentanglement in ze ,
zf and zд respectively. The following shows the decomposition of
DKL(qϕ (zf )| |p(zf )) in Term C○ as an example:
− DKL(qϕ (zf )| |p(zf ))
= −Eqϕ (zf )[loд
qϕ (zf )∏
d qϕ (zdf )
+ loд
∏
d qϕ (zdf )∏
d p(zdf )
+ loд
∏
d p(zdf )
p(zf )
]
= −Eqϕ (zf ) [loд
qϕ (zf )∏
d qϕ (zdf )︸             ︷︷             ︸
A○f
− loд p(zf )∏
d p(zdf )
]︸           ︷︷           ︸
B○f
−
∑
d
DKL(qϕ (zdf )| |p(zdf ))︸                   ︷︷                   ︸
C○f
Here, Term A○f (referred to as the “Node Total Correlation“(TC))
is the most important term as it helps the model to identify the
statistically independent factors in the representation zf , as proved
by Watanabe [46]. Similarly, when decomposing the latent ze and
zд , we obtain their respective TC terms A○e and A○д . The relevant
variant model, labelled NED − VTCVAE in Table. 1, can flexibly
enforce both the group-wise disentanglement and the variable-wise
disentanglement with pre-defined weights.
4.2.4 Generalization of conditional distribution Term 2○. In some
cases, we are really only concerned with node attributes or edge
attributes, so we need only control either the nodes or edges when
generating the graph. Thus, to learn the types of factors involved,
we can anchor a single group of latent variable (e.g., ze ), to yield
higher mutual information with the observation graphs G.
First, if we decompose Term 2○ in Eq. 7, we have:
− loдqϕ (ze |E)qϕ (zf |F )qϕ (zд |E, F )
qϕ (ze )qϕ (zf )qϕ (zд)
= loд
qϕ (ze )
qϕ (ze |E)︸         ︷︷         ︸
2○ae
+ loд
qϕ (zf )
qϕ (zf |F )︸         ︷︷         ︸
2○af
+ loд
qϕ (zд)
qϕ (zд |E, F )︸            ︷︷            ︸
2○aд
. (8)
Since each of the three above terms actually represents mutual
information between observations and latent representations, be-
cause −loд qϕ (ze )qϕ (ze |E) = −loд
qϕ (ze )qϕ (E)
qϕ (ze ,E) = loд
qϕ (ze ,E)
qϕ (ze )qϕ (E) = I (ze ,E).
Thus, enforcing them can help ensure the mutual information be-
tween each types of latent representations and observed graphs.
The extensive model that enforces either of the three terms is named
as NED-AnchorVAE in Table 1.
4.2.5 Relation to existing models. Next, we demonstrate that the
existing disentanglement methods, where only the disentangle-
ment representation learning of nodes attributes is considered, are
actually special cases of our proposed new frameworks.
First, as a special case of attributed graph, image only involves
node attributes and node-related factors matters. Hence in this
special case, the NED-VAE objective can be rewritten by ignoring
ze and zд as:
L(θ ,ϕ,G,Z , β) = Eqϕ (Z |F )[loдpθ (F |zf ) − βDKL(qϕ (zf |F )| |p(zf )),
which is the same objective as that defined in β −VAE [22] for the
image domain. In the same way, we can easily demonstrated that
DIP−VAE [27] is a special case of the the proposedNED−IPVAE−I ,
obtained by enforcing the inferred priors disentanglement, and
In f orVAE is a special case of the proposed NED − IPVAE − I I .
In addition, the proposed NED-TCVAE is a more general form
that includes the objective of two existing methods FactorVAE [23]
and β −TCVAE [6] which share the same objectives. For example,
when the weight β of Term A○ is 0, and there is no ze and zд , there
is no need to enforce the group-wise disentanglement among the
edge-latent ze , node-related latent zf and node-edge joint latent
zд . Only the variable-wise disentanglement C○f is used.
4.3 Complexity Analysis
The proposed NED-VAE requires O(N 2) operations in time com-
plexity and O(N 2) computation complexity in terms of number
of nodes in the graph, which paves the way toward modest scale
graphs with hundreds or thousands of nodes, compared to most of
the existing graph generation methods, which often have O(N 3)
or even O(N 4) computational costs. For example, GraphVAE [43]
requires O(N 4) operations in the worst case and Li et al. [32] uses
graph neural networks to perform a form of message passing with
O(MN 2) operations to generate a graph.
5 EXPERIMENT
This section reports the results of both qualitative and quantitative
experiments that are carried out to test the performance of NED-
VAE and its extensions on two synthetic and one real-world datasets.
All experiments are conducted on a 64-bit machine with an NVIDIA
GPU (GTX 1070, 1683 MHz, 16 GB GDDR5) 2.
5.1 Dataset
5.1.1 Erdos-Renyi Graphs. Erdos-Renyi (ER) graphs are generated
based on three types of factor. One is an edge-related factor a that
refers to the probability of edge creation in a graph following the
rule specified in [13]; the second is a node-related factor b which
is the mean of a Gaussian random distribution (the standard is set
to 0.1), based on which node attribute Fi,1 is generated; and the
third is a node-edge-joint related factor c defining the function:
Fi,2 = deдree(i)+ 10 ∗ c (where c is a positive integers chosen from
1 to 10), based on which the second node attribute Fi,2 is generated.
Here, deдree(i) refers to the degree of Node i . The dimension of the
node attribute and edge attribute is 2 and 1 respectively. A total of
25,000 ER graphs are used for training and 12,500 for testing.
5.1.2 Watts Strogatz Graphs. Watts Strogatz (WR) graphs are also
generated based on three types of factor. One is an edge-related
factor a that indicates the number of nearest neighbours that each
node is joined to in a ring topology [47]; the second is a node-related
factor b that refers to the mean of a Gaussian distribution (the
standard is set as 0.01) based on which node attribute is generated;
and the third factor is a node-edge-joint related factor c that not only
defines the probability of rewiring each edge for graph topology but
also defines the second node attribute as:Fi,2 = deдree(i) + 10 ∗ c .
The dimension of the node attribute and edge attribute is 2 and 1
respectively. A total 25,000 WR graphs used for training and 12,500
for testing.
5.1.3 Protein Structure Dataset. Protein structures can be formu-
lated as graph structured data where each amino acid is a node
2The code of the model and additional experiment results and details are available
at: https://github.com/xguo7/NED-VAE.
and the geo-spatial distances between them are edges. To generate
the dataset, we simulate the dynamic folding process of a protein
peptide with a sequence AGAAAAGA, which for our purposes can
be considered as a graph of 8 nodes with node attributes (x ,y, z) cor-
responding to 3D coordination of the Cα atom of each amino acid.
The protein contact map (graph topology) is generated based on
fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. There are two fac-
tors involved in generating the contact maps and nodes attributes:
simulation time (T) and ionic concentration (C), both of which are
edge-related factors. Here, 38 values are used for the ionic concen-
tration (C) and 2,000 values are used for the simulation time (T)
to generate the dataset, producing 38,000 samples for training and
38,000 samples for testing.
5.2 Comparison Methods
Since graphVAE [43] is the only existing method that fits the re-
quirement of graph disentanglement (i.e, not only learning the
representations of graphs but also generate both edge and node
attributes), it is utilized as one comparison method. In addition, to
validate the necessities of inferring three types of representations
separately, a baseline model called GDVAE is used, which has only
one graph encoder for inferring an overall graph representation
vector. The proposed model NED-VAE as well as the extensions
(except NED-AnchorVAE) in Table 1 are all tested and compared.
5.3 Evaluation Metrics
5.3.1 Qualitative Metrics. As it is important to be able to mea-
sure the level of disentanglement achieved by different models,
we search to qualitatively demonstrate that our proposed NED-
VAE model and its extensions consistently discover more latent
factors and disentangles them in a cleaner fashion than the previ-
ous models. By learning a latent code representation of a graph,
we assume that each variable in the latent code corresponds to a
certain factor or property that is used to generate the graphs’ edge
and node attributes. Thus, by changing the value of one variable
continuously and fixing the remaining variables, we can visualize
the corresponding change in the generated graphs.
5.3.2 Quantitative Metrics. We used four quantitative metrics to
evaluate the disentanglement of the proposed models. β −M [22]
measures disentanglement by examining the accuracy of a linear
classifier that predicts the index of a fixed factor of variation; while
F −M [23] addresses several issues by using a majority vote classi-
fier on a different feature vector that represents a corner case in the
β −M ; and the modularity score (mod) [39] measures whether each
dimension of z depends on at most a factor describing the maximum
variation using their mutual information. Finally, disentanglement
metric, DCI metric [12] computes the entropy of the distribution
obtained by normalizing the importance of each dimension of the
learned representation for predicting the value of a factor of vari-
ation. All the implementation details are the same as those in the
work proposed by Locatello et al. [34].
5.4 Results for ER dataset
5.4.1 Qualitative Evaluation. For ER graphs visualization, the color
of nodes is used to represent the value of the node-related factor b,
and graph topology is used to represent the value of the edge-related
factor a, and the size of the node is used to represent the value of
the edge-node-combined factor c . The values of the latent variables
range in [0, 10] and some segments of the generated graphs is shown
in Fig. 3. All of the proposed node-edge disentangelment models
(NED-) shows the best capabilities in discovering and disentangling
all the three types of factors than the graphVAE and the baseline
GVAE. For example, the node-related factor travels well with the
obvious color ranging, while the discovered node-related factor by
graphVAE is not disentangled well because it has some influence
on the edges. This is highly due to the powerful co-decoder in the
generation of both nodes.
Table 2: Comparison of disentanglement scores of the pro-
posed NED-VAE and its extensions for three datasets.
Dataset method β -M(%) F-M(%) DCI Mod
ER
GraphVAE 79.20 33.30 0.33 0.75
GDVAE 79.20 33.34 0.33 0.74
NED-VAE 97.20 86.70 0.62 0.95
NED-IPVAE-I 99.71 98.84 0.73 0.92
NED-IPVAE-II 99.90 98.70 0.71 0.93
NED-TCVAE 99.70 88.00 0.64 0.92
NED-VTCVAE 94.00 59.10 0.63 0.97
WS
GraphVAE 73.10 37.87 0.13 0.49
GDVAE 73.06 37.86 0.13 0.62
NED-VAE 100.00 64.96 0.16 0.52
NED-IPVAE-I 99.30 91.23 0.16 0.50
NED-IPVAE-II 100.00 97.82 0.16 0.50
NED-TCVAE 94.91 64.70 0.16 0.50
NED-VTCVAE 94.50 49.33 0.17 0.51
Protein
GraphVAE 54.00 50.00 0.20 0.61
GDVAE 54.00 50.00 0.21 0.60
NED-VAE 63.42 61.67 0.31 0.69
NED-IPVAE-I 60.46 55.20 0.31 0.67
NED-IPVAE-II 60.00 64.00 0.28 0.67
NED-TCVAE 57.63 50.25 0.25 0.68
NED-VTCVAE 58.40 50.00 0.24 0.67
5.4.2 Quantitative Evaluation. Four quantitative evaluation met-
rics are tested on different models and compared in Table 2. The
proposed node-edge disentanglement models all shows greater
superority than graphVAE and baseline GDVAE. Specifically, NED-
IPVAE-II achieves the score of 99.90% in β − M , outperforming
comparison methods by 20% and other proposed extensions by
2.5%. NED-IPVAE-I achieves 98.84% score in F −M , outperform-
ing comparison methods by 66.28% and other proposed extensions
by 16.9%.The great superiority of the two NED-IP-VAE models is
mainly due to their great penalty on the inferred prior term in the
objective, which balances the trade-off between the reconstruction
error and the disentanglement.
5.5 Results for WR dataset
5.5.1 Qualitative Evaluation. For WR graphs, we utilize the color
of node icon to reflect the node-related factor b; and the number
of neighboring rings in the graph topology to reflect the edge-
related factor a; and the density of graph edges as well as the size
of node icon to reflect the edge-node-joint related factor c . The
values of the latent variables range in [0, 10] and some segment
of the generated graphs to visualize, as shown in Fig. 4. All of the
proposed node-edge disentanglement models (NED-) successfully
discovers and disentangle at least two of all the three types of
factors, while graphVAE fails in discovering both edge-related and
node-edge-joint related factors, and GDVAE fails in discovering
the node-edge-joint related factors. This validates the necessities
of the three types of factor disentanglement and superiority of
the proposed architecture which separates the inference of node-
related, edge-related and node-edge-related representations.
5.5.2 Quantitative Evaluation. Four quantitative evaluation met-
rics are tested on WS dataset on different models and compared in
Table 2. The proposed node-edge disentanglement models all shows
greater superority than graphVAE and baseline GDVAE. Specifi-
cally, NED-VAE and NED-IPVAE-I both achieve 100% in β − M ,
outperforming comparison methods by 26.9% and other proposed
extensions by 3.9%. NED-IPVAE-II achieves 97.8% score in F −M ,
outperforming comparison methods by 60.3% and other proposed
extensions by 30.8%.
5.6 Results for Protein Structure dataset
5.6.1 Qualitative Evaluation. We evaluate the control of the factor
of simulation time (T) to the generation of edges by visualizing the
contact map of the proteins. The value of the relevant latent vari-
ables ranges in [0, 10] and some segment of the generated contact
maps are shown in Fig. 5. All of the proposed models are capable of
finding T factor, while graphVAE shows bad performance in a very
slight variation of structure. In addition, qualitative evaluation on
protein dataset is also meaningful in analyzing how the proteins
folds (reflected in contact maps) as the time flies.
5.6.2 Quantitative Evaluation. Four quantitative evaluation met-
rics are also tested on protein dataset on different models and com-
pared in Table 2. The proposed node-edge disentanglement models,
especiallt NED-VAE all shows greater superiority than graphVAE
and baseline GDVAE. Specifically, NED-VAE outperforms the com-
parison methods by 14.9%, 32.2%, and 13.1% on metrics of β −M ,
DCI and Modularity respectively; and outperforms other proposed
extensions by 6.8%, 17.2%, and 2.8% on metrics of β −M , DCI and
Modularity respectively.This proves that the proposed NED-VAE
still have superiority even when there is only edge-related factor.
6 CONCLUSION
We have introduced NED-VAE, a novel and the first method for
disentangling on attributed graphs as far as we know. Moreover,
we propose a generic framework of objectives including various de-
rived disentanglement penalties to solve different issues in dealing
with graph structured data, such as group-wise and variable-wise
disentanglement; multiple trade-off issues between reconstructed
edges and nodes, and edge-related, node-related, and node-edge-
joint related latent. Finally, we have performed an experimental
evaluation of disentangling qualitatively and quantitatively for
the proposed NED-VAE and its extensions. The comparison with
graphVAE and a baseline model validates the effectiveness of the
graph disentanglement architecture and the necessities of sepa-
rately learning three types of latent representations.
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Figure 3: Generated Graphs from different models when the related latent variables range from 0 to 10 for ER graphs: (a)
node-related factor which is reflected by color of node icon; (b) edge-related factor which is reflected by edge density (c) node-
edge-joint related factor which is reflected by the size of node icon.
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Figure 4: Generated Graphs from different graph disentangled models when the related latent variable value ranges from 0
to 10 for WS graphs: (a) node-related factor, which is reflected by color of node icon; (b) edge-related factor which is reflected
by number of rings in topology and (c) node-edge-joint related factor which is reflected by edge density and the size of node
icon.
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